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Title of Paper:  Review of Public Complaints 
 
Presented by:  Chris Green, Non Executive Director 
 

 
 
 
1. Purpose of Paper 
To give the Board visibility of a cross-section of patient complaints following a recent reading of 
correspondence and responses. .  
 
2. Overview 
The previous Board review in November 2011 reviewed a month’s correspondence and 
responses. This year, it was only possible to review a fortnight’s letters in the same time - 
reflecting the more serious nature of the complaints and the resulting length of the 
correspondence. The main issues raised in the letters are summarised in the Appendix. 
 
3. What the patients are telling us 
 
3.1  Clinical Care 
Eight complaints challenged our professional clinical care, including not reading case histories; 
not communicating clearly, failing to discover problems first time around and using local instead of 
general anesthetic. There are several instances of patients/carers challenging A&E decisions to 
be sent home – and subsequently being proved right. Some challenges led to an immediate 
emergency operation.  
 
3.2.  Processes & Behaviours 
The remaining twelve complaints involved a mixture of bad processes and indifferent attitudes. 
These included receptionists/secretaries making mistakes; phones being left unanswered; 
recorded messages not being followed up; answer phones not being answered; patients being 
sent to wrong hospitals and massive transport delays. In most cases the process was in place but 
the individual failed to implement it in a friendly and efficient manner. Patients should not have to 
ring five times to get through: a nurse should never refuse help for a patient in pain ‘because I am 
not his nurse’.  
 
4. The quality of our responses 
Mark Jarvis and his team continue to provide a customer response of the highest order – and 
Mark is now also running training courses across the Trust in customer correspondence. Most 
issues involve a mini-investigation by senior staff and the replies can be up to 9 pages long. The 
responses are impressively open and allow named doctors and nurses to make personal 
explanations and apologies. The responses are invariably signed by the Chief Executive or the 
Director of Nursing. There are noticeably fewer complaints about rude or indifferent behaviour 
and there is good evidence of wider learning from these individual failures.  
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5. The speed of our response 
An excellent innovation since the last review is the implementation of a new 20 day internal target 
to fast track the more straight-forward complaints. This has encouraged more direct contacts on 
the telephone and we have a 100% achievement of the fast-track target. However we have taken 
a step back on the complex complaints, with only 60% being answered within the NHS 40 
working day target. This was 75% in November 2011 when the Board targeted the Trust to get 
this to 95%.   
 
There is arguably scope to reduce the pressure on Divisional Manager teams by only requiring 
them to produce internal reports to the Complaints team, who could then take on the time-
consuming (and specialist) final word-smithing of the response.  
 
6. Conclusions  
6.1  The Board is asked to note the patient issues summarised in the Appendix 
 
6.2  The Board should require 95% of public complaints to be answered within target in 2013/14 
 
6.3  The Board can be assured that the quality of the investigations and responses to the public 
correspondence are of a high order.  
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APPENDIX 
 

SUMMARY OF WHHT COMPLAINTS 
Review of two week’s complaints: October 2012 

 

A. Clinical Care Issues WHHT Response 

1. Asked to come early for one day knee surgery – then 
given last operation – then felt was rushed out with one 
stitch - had to call paramedic for bleeding at home 

Matron investigated; a named Registrar apologised. 
Explained change of plan; explained bleeding part of 
heeling but should have been explained.  

  

2. Unable to pass water after community nurse replaced 
catheter – carer took patient to A&E  - doctor wanted to sent 
home (‘just an infection’) – carer insisted Urology called - 
who undertook immediate operation for blockage. 
Carer told not to bring patient’s pills - then unable to supply. 
Patient in pain during operation – but surgeon would not stop 

Apologies for mis-diagnosis – lesson learnt 
Congratulated carer for insistence – have reminded 
A&E staff that policy for patients to bring own pills  
Apologies for using local anesthetic instead of general 
- apologies for not stopping when consent removed 

  

3. Elderly person admitted WGH from care home with 
fracture - transferred to Northwood; then back to WGH 
where died April - relative wrote two letters to ‘patient 
transfer WGH’ in June but no response – rang Complaints 
October  

AAU Acute Physician investigated with Northwood. 
Dementia patient with fractured pelvic bones. Social 
worker agreed transfer to Erskine who came to WGH 
to review – not much in notes about dementia   

  

4. In-patient appointment for 12 year old with foot pains - 
needed in-soles - mother said specialist didn’t re-measure – 
new shoes a bad fit – blisters - five further visits – then 5 
weeks delay getting new shoes 

Business Manager investigated and phoned.  
Consultant poor command of English – should have 
used a check list to confirm understanding – should 
have measured – should have explained 5 weeks for 
delivery –apologies accepted 

  

5. Solicitor letter – hysteroscopy in April failed to identify a 
second problem – needed further hysteroscopy in June  

Service Manager investigated responsibility – junior 
doctor under direction – consultant takes full 
responsibility - Registrar took notes and failed to 
record a prolapse 

  

6. Grandparent arrived Maternity 1745hrs to visit – told to 
wait to 1900hrs as ‘protected time’ – only husbands/partners 
allowed in. Needed to get home for her turn to look after 
other grandchild. 

Lead Midwife investigated – supported staff - 
explained it is NHS policy to create better nursing care 

  

7. Midwife referred mother to top consultant with high white 
cell count - went on rising – told to stop wasting hospital time 
– baby died - asks why requests for anti-biotics were refused 

Quality Assurance/Lead Midwife investigated. 
Rise in white cells normal – 74% still births 
unexplained - apologise for big error in not arranging 
post natal follow up -maternity unit apologises – not 
consultant’s fault 

  

8. Attended A&E with stomach cramps –retired nurse who 
self-diagnosed peritonitis – doctors not convinced – daughter 
insisted on scan – led to emergency operation and collapsed 
left lung – aftercare poor – mother transferred herself to 
Clementine private Hospital for recovery 

Consultant explained much debate over her condition - 
good clinical reasons for course taken - apologies for 
not sharing this better with the patient - apologies for 
the poor nursing after-care 
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SUMMARY OF WHHT COMPLAINTS 

  

B. Process & Behavioural Issues WHHT Response 

9. Attended Orthopedic Outpatients – sent letter to attend 
again in 6 weeks – but unable to get through to secretary’s 
number – when got through told his fault for not leaving 
paperwork at reception – patient clear DID hand it in - then 
got the letter  – now told will have to wait three months. 

Complaints team phoned to apologise – WHHT at fault 
- the secretary concerned will expedite an appointment 
- agreed that would be end of matter on both sides 

  

10. Out patient appointment where Doctor hadn’t read notes 
– about to repeat tests – patient stopped him – nurse had to 
help doctor with paperwork for Biopsy – then unable to 
contact doctor for results – GP had not received any results 
but gave another phone number – left five messages – 
finally phoned Complaints 

Service Manager Gynecology – Doctor new to Trust 
and will read papers and procedures more carefully in 
future -patient communications will be reviewed -
Consultant offered to meet patient – or agree to a new 
doctor 

  

11. Elderly man relentlessly pursued by debt collectors for 
car park company for £80 fine – frequent visitor to wife with 
cancer  – car park at bottom of hill - had to walk up hill to get 
ticket – then down to car – then up hill to hospital – forgot to 
get ticket once 

Facilities Site Manager recognised problems - 
instructed CP Plus to cancel £80 charge and call off 
debt company. 

  

12. Patient on crutches exiting lift after Pain Clinic 
appointment was hit by service trolley from another lift. 
Knocked to ground – returned to pain clinic to register 
complaint. NHS Supplies manager saw but didn’t report 

Facilities Manager investigated – CCTV shows 
overloaded trolley; also confirmed Medirest Supervisor 
didn’t come to aid - action taken with both people – 
compensation for unsafe act 

  

13. Took 3 year old to Mount Vernon Minor Injuries – told to 
find fracture unit - unhelpful receptionist booked WGH – but 
wrote down Hillingdon – went to Hillingdon who kindly fixed 
fracture – phoned WGH to explain cancellation – but WGH 
wrote to threaten her with Social Services. 

Complaints team phoned with groveling apologies - 
accepted she had cancelled Watford appointment and 
explained events in her phone call – should not have 
received letter –staff seen 

  

14. Child to WGH A&E with dental abscess and vomiting. 
Told didn’t need doctor and sent home with pain-killers. Got 
worse and returned to A&E. Told no Maxillofacial Dept – find 
a hospital that has one. Receptionist suggested Park Royal 
– when got there told no Maxillofacial - would have to 
continue to Northwick Park. 

Initial A&E response was correct in giving anti-biotics -
big apology for receptionist sending to wrong hospital 
– problem is both are part of Central Mddlx 

  

15. Child’s MRI scan not analysed properly. WGH said 
normal – Great Ormond St said problem left temporal lobe - 
neuro-surgery recommended -patient history of behavioural 
problems 

Radiology Services Manager investigated - had been 
told they were looking for behaviour change -if known 
was also epilepsy problem would have done extra 
tests. GOSH knew what looking for – and found it 

  

16. Hurt hand in fall – fingers swollen - A&E couldn’t find 
cause - referred to consultant when fingers black - told 
congealed blood - returned to have ring cut off - 
physiotherapist demands X-Ray - MRI scan revealed 
fractured bone - waiting appointment for micro surgery 

ADM for ENT investigated - A&E initial response was 
correct - but fracture clinic Registrar could not find 
problem - patient initially declined Registrar offer of 
scan 

  

17.WHHT patient sent to Royal London - 1640hrs asked for 
return transport and told 1730-1800hrs – then told building 
closing and moved – endless phone calls – WHHT transport 
finally came 1920hrs – transport had not been told he had 
moved buildings 

Apologies – this was a non-emergency transfer from 
Royal London. Left Watford 1726hrs in rush hour and 
arrived 1903hrs. Got him home in Hemel at 2026hrs - 
Royal London didn’t follow correct procedures. 
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SUMMARY OF WHHT COMPLAINTS 

  

B. Process & Behavioural cont WHHT Response 

18. New born baby not feeding well – sent to child A&E – 
waited 3hrs – unhelpful nurse – told to breast-feed in waiting 
room ‘if must’ – returned next day – same nurse more helpful 
– told to use formula milk 

Apologies – NICE require baby jaundice cases to child 
A&E - apologies Child A&E little privacy for breast 
feeding – have also reminded A&E policy is breast 
feeding 

  

19. Emergency weekend admission for volvulus – AAU 
oblivious to pain - wife had to call doctor to get morphine – 
nurse had said ‘she wasn’t his nurse’ –– felt surgeons should 
have acted sooner – family no idea how serious until saw 
discharge statement - sent to SACH for rehab - – not told of 
transfer so sent to St Albans in pajamas in ground frost – 2¾ 
hr transfer and arrived after registration. 

ADM Surgery investigated – confirm ambulance 
documented patient in ‘a lot of pain’ - AAU should 
have responded – staff being retrained -nursing 
structure being changed 
Surgical team should have made contact after 
operation - transport should have been ‘urgent’ with 
extra blankets - nurse shouldn’t have used feeding 
tube in ward 

  

20. Elderly parent with dementia told ‘could go home’. He 
was left to text his family and left with no information on 
dressings, medications, future contact or discharge letter. 
Phoned for advice and told District Nurse visit arranged 

Matron in Surgery replied. Apologies for delay in 
replying - needed patient’s consent before writing to 
3

rd
 party - father texted before Discharge process 

underway – but was given contact booklet and 
discharge summary 

 
 


